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Abstract 

 

Dynamically predicting the behavior of applications has the potential to be useful in a              

variety of application management scenarios, such a job scheduling and detecting           

potential failure conditions. This research explores the use of machine learning           

techniques to predict an application’s usage class based on the analysis of its             

assembly-level instruction trace, working under the premise that processes which are           

similar in usage class will share similar low-level behavior and functionality. A small             

catalog of usage classes was developed. A machine learning algorithm was employed to             

model usage classes and then predict class label for each previously unseen application             

instruction traces. Various levels of performance were observed depending on the type of             

trace information and the machine learning algorithm employed.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 
In this research an automated mechanism is developed in an attempt to identify the types               

of applications executing on a computer. This was achieved by exploiting application            

fingerprints at runtime that represent how a single-threaded application interacts with the            

processor via assembly language instructions. The application fingerprints quantify the          

sequence set of assembly level instructions generated during the execution of an            

application. While applications can be single or multi-threaded, this research focused           

only on single-threaded applications. Currently this work allows program category labels           

to be applied to applications at a level of resolution which specifies the usage class of an                 

application. Successful prediction of category labels with high accuracy can help a            

system to be more secure by detecting the novelty of malicious applications and also the               

efficiency of a system can be increased by optimally utilizing its computing resources.             

Future works would include handling multi-threaded applications, determining more         

general or abstract classes (such as CPU-bound vs I/O-bound), and also a very detailed              

labelling which would specify the level of compiler optimization used to compile the             

program. 
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1.1 Assembly Language 

 

A program can be considered as a set of instructions that are to perform a designated task.                 

Instructions may be expressed in a human readable high level language or an equivalent              

low level (compiled) machine instructions bundled in an executable. A program in            

execution is called as a process, which is ultimately a sequence of machine instructions              

executed on a computer's CPU. 

1.1.1 Machine language 

 

Machine language is the basic low-level programming language consisting of binary code            

having 0's and 1's that represent electric impulses or off and on electrical states              

respectively. A group of such digits is called an instruction and it is interpreted by the                

central processing unit (CPU) understands. These binary instructions can have various           

lengths such as 16, 24, 32, and 64 bits, representing specific tasks such as storing or                

transferring data. Each instruction is made up of two parts: the operator and the operand.               

The CPU has the ability to perform millions to billions of instructions per second and this                

fact makes the machine language efficient, despite the volume of bits. Each CPU             

architecture can have its own machine language; however these all generally include            

basic operations such as addition or subtraction [1]. 
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1.1.2 Assembly language 

 

A computer can understand and interpret only machine language. As machine language is             

in binary form, it is difficult for humans to write. Instead of coding in machine language,                

a higher level symbolic representation called assembly language can also be used to code              

the instructions. The assembly language allows the use of meaningful symbols made up             

of alphabetic and numeric characters, instead of just the binary digits 0 and 1 used in                

machine language. As shown in the Fig.1.1, the compiler translates the high level             

language into low level language, and an assembler translates the symbolic assembly            

language into machine language before the computer can run a program. Assembler has             

access to all the machine's resources by the assembled program. This includes access to              

the entire instruction set of the machine. Apart from providing symbolic labels for the              

representation of constants and addresses it is also has a means for specifying runtime              

locations of the program and data in memory [2]. 
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Fig 1.1 Stages of program execution  

 

1.1.3 Assembly Language Structure 

 

Each assembler has its own unique syntactic structure, which is based on the CPU              

architecture. The assembly instruction set in this thesis refers to the Intel x86 architecture.              

An assembly instruction is usually divided into fields, separated by spaces or tabs.  

 

Eg . LOOP: MOV.B r0, #80 ;initialise counter 

 

Each assembly instruction can have four parts; label, opcode, operand, comment.           

It is not necessary that all four parts are present at the same time in an instruction. The                  

4 



 
 
 

 
 

 
 

first part (LOOP in this example) is a label which identifies this position in the program.                

It is generally the value of the address where this instruction is stored. So, for example, if                 

at some point in program there is a statement JMP LOOP, the assembler will replace the                

label LOOP with the address at which this instruction is stored.  

The second part corresponds to a type of instruction called the OpCode. In this              

example, the instruction moves a literal value (one byte) into the register 0, hence MOV.B               

r0,#80. The third part of the assembly instruction is an operand (there may be zero or                

more). In this case the operands are the value 80 (in hexadecimal) and the register r0. 

The last part of the line is a comment. This is neither a part of instruction nor it is                   

assembled; rather, it helps the programmer to remember what this part of the program              

does. The comment is usually preceded by a semicolon [3]. 

1.1.4 Instruction Set Architecture 

 

Instruction Set Architecture is the range of instructions that a CPU can execute. It              

consists of addressing modes, instructions and native data types. Example instructions           

and their meaning are shown in Table 1.1. One of the commonly used instructions set is                

x86. Both the Intel Pentium and AMD Athlon processors use nearly the same x86              

instruction set. The Intel x86 instruction set contains over a 1000 instructions. Table 1.2              

shows the number of x86 instructions used by different applications. Although an            
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instruction set can be built into the hardware or emulated in software, the former design               

is more efficient and faster for running programs [4]. 

 

ADD  Add two numbers together 

COMPARE Compare numbers 

IN Input information from a device, e.g. keyboard 

JUMP Jump to designated address in the memory 

LOAD Load information from the  memory to CPU. 

OUT Output information to device such as monitor 

STORE Store information to the memory 

JUMP IF Conditional statement that jumps to a designated address in memory 

 

Table 1.1  Some common instructions in an instruction set 

 

 

Application x86 Instructions Used 

C program returning zero 82  

cat 86 

head 90 

gzip 85 
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bzip2 95 

wget 126 

curl 113 

sha256sum 89 

cksum 87 

ps 108 

top 131 

df 106 

di 116 

ls 87 

find 113 

 

Table 1.2  Number of  x86 instructions used in different applications 

 

1.1.5 Assembly Instruction Traces 

 
To dynamically predict the process attributes of an application, this work focused on             

assembly instruction trace analysis. It was expected that the detail of low level             

instructions would be useful in differentiating applications, as suggested by the previous            
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work in this domain (discussed in Chapter 3). In addition, assembly traces act as a proxy                

for the machine-language instructions being executed on the CPU at runtime for an             

application. High level instructions, such as found in source code, would not be available              

at runtime, and, while some related work has explored system call traces generated by an               

executing program, such calls do not represent large portions of activity within a             

program.  

1.2 Snooper 

A significant part of this research was dependent upon a tool which can capture the set of                 

assembly instructions of an application during execution. Snooper [5], a C program, was             

able to fulfill this requirement. Snooper is program that dynamically disassembles the            

running x86 instructions of a given process. The program was originally developed by             

Arian Stolwijk to support the real-time analysis of processes (improving pipelining and            

branch predictions). It has been modified by us to assist the analysis needed by this               

research. The Linux-based program creates a child process that is directed to execute the              

targeted executable (the one to be analyzed). Based on the parent-child process            

relationship, Linux Ptrace controls are used to ensure the child process is only allowed to               

execute one instruction at a time. Ptrace is a tool that can control processes and is usually                 

used in debuggers in order to trace calls, stop at breakpoints, and change variables. After               

each instruction, the parent can examine the register contents of the child, which includes              

the current instruction in the instruction register. The child’s instruction is then            
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disassembled and recorded. As a result, the execution trace (list of instructions) for a              

process can be obtained. This work makes use of various assembly instructions from the              

Snooper output and leverages those to predict the usage class for an application. 

Table 1.3 shows the partial output generated by the Snooper tool for the below C               

program which adds two numbers and returns the result. The Snooper output might have              

both library and native code instructions which are generally distinguishable by their            

address locations. The address of a typical library code instruction starts with 00007 in              

the Snooper output. 

 

           Input C program 

#include<stdio.h> 

int main() 

{ 

   int a, b, c; 

   c = 10 + 20; 

   return c; 

} 

    

 

 

Address and Hexadecimal 

representation  

Decoded Assembly 

Instructions 

00007f7a5812fcc0  4889e7  mov rdi, rsp 
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00007f7a5812fcc3  e8383f0000 call 0x3f3d 

00007f7a58133c00  55  push rbp 

00007f7a58133c01  4889e5  mov rbp, rsp 

00007f7a58133c04  4157  push r15 

………...………... …………………….. 

00007f7a58453d04  4122 call 0x4f4d 

count 431559 instructions in 111871 cycles   Total number of instructions & cycles 

 

Table 1.3 Snooper output for a simple C program 

 

 

1.3 Analysis 

 

In this research, analysis was done by executing a program and observing the executions.              

Assembly instructions could have been captured by using both dynamic or static analysis.             

Choosing the type of analysis which would be suitable was a crucial decision in this               

research. 
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1.3.1 Static Analysis 

 

Static analysis examines program code and reasons over the set of possible behaviors that              

might arise at runtime. Compiler optimizations are standard static analysis. Typically,           

static analysis guarantees that the analysis result is an accurate description of the             

program's behavior, no matter on what inputs or in which environment the program is              

run. Static analysis usually uses an abstracted model of a program state like function              

calls. On one hand, such an abstraction may lose information. On the other hand, it               

provides a model which is compact and straightforward for manipulation [6]. 

 

1.3.2 Dynamic Analysis 

 

Usually dynamic analysis is employed for program testing and profiling. It is an exact              

approach to program analysis because no approximation or abstraction needs to be done.             

In other words, the analysis can examine the actual and exact runtime behavior of a               

program. In dynamic analysis, obtaining accurate results entails a great deal of            

computation, especially when large programs are analyzed. In this research, obtaining           

results even for small applications usually requires more than a million instructions to be              
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processed. The disadvantage of dynamic analysis is that its results may not be applicable              

for future executions as it depicts the behavior of an application in a particular scenario               

and not all permutations of execution can be covered in it [6]. Dynamic analysis can also                

include investigating both the native and library code of an application, which can be an               

overhead; however, including library calls in analysis can give exhaustive information           

about the application.  

 

1.3.3 Dynamic Analysis versus Static Analysis 

 
Program analysis can be done before or during runtime. Static analysis includes all the              

techniques (including theorem provers and model checkers) used to verify a program for             

all the possible execution paths before the actual execution. Dynamic analysis is usually             

used to refer to all the techniques used to verify the system’s properties for one particular                

execution trace obtained by executing the program. This was one of the reasons why              

dynamic analysis was preferred over static analysis in this work. In this research,             

concerns are focused on the specific execution scenario instead of considering all the             

permutations of the execution patterns of an application. 

 For the algorithm to be manageable when applied to systems of a practical             

magnitude, static analysis depends on having a decidable domain. Even after various            

abstraction and reduction techniques to scale up static analysis, full verification of            

large-scale software systems is still largely unattainable. On the other hand, using            
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dynamic analysis, it can be checked that a given system property holds along a particular               

execution path. This can be leveraged to ensure that system properties are not violated at               

any time during the execution of the system. In addition, it can also identify execution               

paths along which the properties to be verified are not satisfied. Essentially, dynamic             

analysis links the abstract specification to the actual concrete implementation. Thus,           

dynamic analysis can also be used as a protection from potential faults at runtime, by               

implementing monitors to react to any property violations encountered [6]. 

Another reason for using dynamic analysis over static analysis is that certain            

information is available only at runtime such as when the behavior of a system may               

possibly depend on the environment where the system is running. Dynamic analysis is             

efficient because it needs to verify only a single path and precise because the properties               

are verified on the actual implementation and not on an abstracted version of the system.               

One more advantage of dynamic analysis is that one can be ignorant of dealing with               

optimization techniques like dead code elimination and constant folding as they happen at             

compile time. 

 

1.4 Real-Time Analysis 

 
Real-time analysis deals with exploring an application directly in its live running            

state. It is different from dynamic analysis in the sense that it does the analysis on the fly.                  
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Ideally our model should be able to predict the usage class of a live running application;                

however, due to some constraints, it is currently out of the scope of this research work.                

One of those constraints is the capture of assembly instructions in real-time. The current              

version of Snooper needs modifications to be able to connect to and capture instructions              

on the fly from an already executing program. Another challenge is dealing with the large               

number of instructions that are generated. We have seen that even a small application has               

millions of instructions behind it and it is computationally challenging to analyze all             

those instructions at run-time. However, it may be possible to sample the whole assembly              

instruction trace and use the sample for prediction. 

1.5 Usage Classes 

There can be a large number of classes in which applications can be classified. For the                

scope of this research, a set of classes representing broad categories were chosen; these              

are defined in the Table 1.4. 

 

Usage Class Application types   Description  

Compression gzip, bzip2 Used to compress files to 

save disk space  

Networking wget, curl, sftp Used to transfer file through 

network, accessing resource 

over internet  
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File system interaction ls, chmod, find Used to handle 

files,directories and 

operations related to them 

Encryption sha256sum, crypt, gpg Used to encrypt a file for 

security purposes 

File display cat, more, less Used to display the contents 

of the file  

Process management jobs, ps, top Used to access information 

related to running processes 

Disk management df, di, du Used to show information 

related to files and directories 

on disks 

 

Table 1.4   Catalog of usage classes 
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Chapter 2:  Classification Methods 

A classification problem occurs when an object needs to be assigned into a predefined              

group or class based on a number of observed attributes related to that object.              

Classification methods usually have the same overall steps; however, the method in            

which they perform these steps can vary greatly. Classification methods must in some             

way attempt to build an effective model for a given problem. Generally there are three               

main types of learning methods : supervised learning, unsupervised learning and           

semi-supervised learning. This research focuses solely on one machine trying to predict            

correct usage class for a program. Supervised learning and unsupervised learning are both             

closely related to this research [7]. 

 

2.1 Supervised Learning 

 

Supervised learning simply depicts an idea of learning from examples, where the learner             

is provided with two sets of data, a training set and a test set. In this method the learner                   

learns from a set of labeled examples in the training set so that it can identify unlabeled                 

examples in the test set with the maximum possible accuracy. 

Basically, the goal of the learner is to develop a system that classifies new              

examples (in the test set) by analyzing examples it has been given that already have a                
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class label. For example, a training set might consist of images of different types of fruit                

(say, peaches and nectarines), where the identity of the fruit in each image is given to the                 

learner. The test set would then consist of more unidentified types of fruit, but from the                

same classes. The goal is for the learner to develop a system that can identify the types of                  

fruit in the test set. 

In supervised learning, the training set consists of n ordered pairs (x1, y1), (x2,              

y2),........ (xn, yn), where each xi is some measurement or set of measurements of a single                

example data point, and yi is the label for that data point. For example, an xi might be a                   

group (sometimes called a vector) of five measurements for a patient in a hospital              

including height, weight, temperature, blood sugar level, and blood pressure. The           

corresponding yi might be a classification of the patient as healthy or  unhealthy. 

The test data in supervised learning is another set of data, each of the same               

number of features of the training data but without labels. As described above, the goal is                

to make educated guesses about the labels for the test set (such as healthy or unhealthy)                

by drawing inferences from the modeled training set [8]. 
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2.2 Unsupervised Learning 

 

To understand a data set, one approach is to visualize it. Unfortunately, it is difficult to                

visualize things in more than two or three dimensions, and most data is in hundreds of                

dimensions (or more). 

Another thing one might want to do is automatically derive a partitioning of the              

data into clusters. Unsupervised learning is learning without a teacher [9]. In            

unsupervised learning the machine simply receives inputs x1 , x2 ,... xn but obtains no               

supervised target outputs, nor rewards from its environment (commonly used in another            

form of learning - reinforcement learning). It may seem somewhat mysterious to imagine             

what the machine could possibly learn given that it doesn’t get any feedback from its               

environment. However, it is possible to develop a formal framework for unsupervised            

learning based on the notion that the machine’s goal is to build representations of the               

input that can be used for decision making, predicting future inputs, efficiently            

communicating the inputs to another machine, etc. In a sense, unsupervised learning can             

be thought of as finding patterns in the data above and beyond what would be considered                

pure unstructured noise. Two very simple classic examples of unsupervised learning are            

clustering and dimensionality reduction [10]. 
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2.3 Semi-supervised Learning 

 

Semi-supervised learning (SSL) is halfway between supervised and unsupervised         

learning. In addition to unlabeled data, the algorithm is provided with some supervision             

information – but not necessarily for all examples. Under this approach, the inputs which              

have labels are generally separated from the unlabeled inputs. In this case, the dataset X =                

(xi)i∈[n] can be divided into two parts: the points Xk := (x1, . . . , xk ), for which labels Yk :=                       

(y1, . . . , yk ) are provided, and the points Xu := (xk+1 , . . . , xk+u ), the labels of which are                           

not known [11]. 

A model is then built using one of two methods. In a self-learning approach, a                

model is built using the labeled examples. The algorithm then labels a random subset of               

the unlabeled examples using this model and assumes that the labels are applied to the               

correct class. Then, a new model is built using both the originally labeled examples and               

the labels assigned by the old model. This process repeats until all of the unlabeled inputs                

have labels. 

Another approach is the transductive approach proposed by Vapnik. In          

transduction,both labeled and unlabeled data points are used as input. Rather than            

separate the data into a training set and a test set, the transductive approach examines all                

of the data at the same time. Since a transductive classifier views all the data at once, it                  

examines clusters which exist in the entire data set and not just the training set [7]. 
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2.4 Clustering  

 

Clustering is the process of organizing a collection of patterns (usually represented as a              

vector of measurements, or a point in a multidimensional space) into clusters based on              

similarity between patterns. A simple example of clustering is shown in Fig 2.1. 

 

Fig 2.1 Data clustered into three different clusters 

 

Here, two-dimensional points belonging to the same cluster are given the same label. The              

variety of techniques for representing data, measuring proximity (similarity) between          
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data elements, and grouping data elements has produced a rich and often confusing             

assortment of clustering methods. 

To measure the similarity among the data-items, distance metrics plays a very            

important role. Distance metrics are useful in identifying the relationship between data,            

the similarity or dissimilarity between them and the measures considered for their            

comparison [20]. Usually the dissimilarity between two patterns is calculated using a            

distance measure defined on the feature space. The most popular metric for continuous             

features is the Euclidean distance. It is computed by taking the root of square difference               

between coordinates of the pair of data objects. It works well with a data set having                

compact or isolated clusters. The drawback of this metric is the tendency of the              

largest-scaled features to dominate the others. This problem can be solved using            

normalization of the continuous features (to a common range or variance) or by applying              

weighting schemes [12]. Squared Euclidean distance is another metric used to place            

progressively greater weight on objects that are further apart. Using the average            

difference across dimension Manhattan distance is calculated which may be very similar            

to the simple Euclidean distance, however the effect of outliers would be reduced as they               

are not squared. Another metric is the Chebychev distance which reports the maximal             

difference along any one dimension of the data, highlighting that even changes in one              

feature can define points as different [21]. 

In a clustering problem, the goal is to group a given collection of unlabeled              

patterns into meaningful clusters. There are labels associated with clusters also; however,            
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these category labels are data driven - implying that they are obtained solely from the               

data. Clustering can be applied in many exploratory pattern-analysis, grouping,          

decision-making, and machine-learning situations, including data mining, document        

retrieval, image segmentation,and pattern classification. 

In some clustering problems, there is a little prior information available about the             

data; in such cases, clustering is useful in exploring the interrelationships among the data              

points to make some preliminary assessment of their structure. However, in many such             

problems, there is little prior information (e.g., statistical models) available about the            

data, and the decision-maker must make as few assumptions about the data as possible. It               

is under these restrictions that clustering methodology is particularly appropriate for the            

exploration of interrelationships among the data points to make an assessment (perhaps            

preliminary) of their structure [12]. 

 

2.4.1 K-Means Clustering  

 

The K-Means clustering algorithm is a simple commonly used algorithm employing a            

squared error criterion which tends to work well with isolated and compact clusters.             

Starting with a random initial partition, it keeps reassigning the patterns to clusters based              

on the similarity between the pattern and the cluster centers until a convergence criterion              

is met. The K-Means algorithm has the following steps:  
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1. Choose K cluster centers to coincide with K randomly-chosen patterns or K 

randomly defined points inside the hypervolume containing the pattern set. (These 

points represent initial group centroids) 

2.  Assign each pattern to the closest centroid 

3.  Recompute the centroids using the centroid memberships. 

4.  If a convergence criterion is not met, go to step 2.  

Typical convergence criteria are: no (or minimal) reassignment of patterns to new cluster 

centers, or minimal decrease in squared error. 

One issue with K-Means Clustering is that it is sensitive to the selection of the               

initial partition and may converge to a local minimum of the criterion function value if               

the initial partition is not properly chosen [12]. 

 

2.4.1.1    Advantages of  K-Means Clustering 

 

K-Means is useful when there is an idea of number of clusters actually existing in the                

problem space. In the presented research, there is a limited catalog of usage classes and               

hence the number of clusters are known beforehand. Apart from this reason there are              

number of reasons why K-Means algorithm was used in our research. 

● Its time complexity is O(n*k*g), where n is the number of patterns, k is the               

number of clusters, and g is the number of iterations taken by the algorithm to               
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converge. Typically, k and g are fixed in advance and so the algorithm has linear               

time complexity in the size of the data set. 

● Its space complexity is O(k + n). It requires additional space to store the data               

matrix. It is possible to store the data matrix in a secondary memory and access               

each pattern based on need. However, this scheme requires a huge access time             

because of the iterative nature of the algorithm, and as a consequence processing             

time increases significantly. 

● It is order-independent; for a given initial seed set of cluster centers, it generates               

the same partition of the data irrespective of the order in which the patterns are               

presented to the algorithm [12]. 

 

2.5 Classification  

 

Classification is one of the most widely used techniques in machine learning, with a              

broad array of applications, including sentiment analysis, ad targeting, spam detection,           

risk assessment, medical diagnosis, and image classification. The core goal of           

classification is to predict a category or class y from some inputs x. 
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2.5.1 Support Vector Machines 

 

Support vector machine (SVM), introduced by Vapnik and Chervonenkis in 1971, is a             

machine learning algorithm based on statistical learning theory. By using nonlinear           

kernel functions, SVM can map original input data into a high dimensional feature space              

to seek a separating hyperplane, and then it can perform classification by using the              

constructed N-dimensional hyperplane that optimally separates the data into two          

categories [13]. 

 

 

Fig 2.2 Hyperplane (center line) representation in SVM. Circles  and triangles represent 
data  points from two different classes 
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It employs the theory of VC dimension and principle of structural risk minimum             

to define an objective function and then find a partitioning hyperplane that can satisfy the               

class constraints. The basic idea of SVM can be described as follows. First, search for an                

optimal hyperplane that satisfies the request of classification. Second, make the margin of             

the separation beside the optimal hyperplane maximum while ensuring the accuracy of            

correct classification. Then, the separable data can be classified into classes effectively.            

With this algorithm being a form of structural risk minimization, SVM has better             

generalization abilities comparing to other traditional empirical risk minimization based          

learning algorithms [14]. 

Support vector machines were originally designed for binary classification. To          

extend it for multi-class classification, there are two commonly used approaches. One is             

by constructing and combining several binary classifiers while the other is by directly             

considering all data in one optimization formulation [22]. One popular implementation of            

SVM multi-class classification using several binary classifiers is one-against-all method.          

It is implemented by building one SVM per class, trained to distinguish the samples in a                

single class from the samples in all remaining classes. Another popular method is the              

one-against-one, which builds one SVM for each pair of classes. Usually the            

classification of an unknown pattern in one-against-all is done according to the            

maximum output among all SVMs. In one-against-one the classification of an unknown            
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pattern is done according to the maximum voting, where each SVM votes for one class               

[23]. 

 

2.5.1.1 Advantages of  Support Vector Machine  

 

SVMs have become the method of choice to solve difficult classification problems in a              

wide range of application domains. SVMs can find solutions of classification problems            

that have generalization in mind and also they are able to find non-linear solutions              

efficiently using the kernel trick. There were number of reasons why SVMs were             

preferred in majority of experiments in this research.  

● SVM is effective in high dimensional spaces. The complexity of trained           

classifier is characterized by the number of support vectors rather than the            

dimensionality of data. The number of support vectors found can be used to             

compute an (upper) bound on the expected error rate of the SVM classifier,             

which is independent of the data dimensionality. Thus, an SVM with a small             

number of support vectors can have good generalization, even when the           

dimensionality of the data is high. 

● The SVM algorithm is still effective in cases where the number of dimensions             

is greater than the number of samples. The reason that SVM tends to be              

resistant to overfitting, even in cases where the number of attributes is greater             
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than the number of observations, is that it uses regularization. They key to             

avoiding over-fitting lies in careful tuning of the regularization parameter, and           

in the case of non-linear SVMs, careful choice of kernel and tuning of the              

kernel parameters. 

● SVMs are memory efficient. Since only a subset of the training points are used              

in the actual decision process of assigning new members, only these points            

need to be stored in memory (and calculated upon) when making decisions. 

● SVMs are versatile. Class separation is often highly non-linear. The ability to            

apply new kernels allows substantial flexibility for the decision boundaries,          

leading to greater classification performance [15]. 

 

2.6 Cross-Validation  

 
Cross-Validation is a model evaluation technique where entire data set is not used for              

learning, instead data is divided into two parts : training set and testing set. Some of the                 

data from the data set is excluded for training. Once training is done, the excluded data                

can be used to test the performance of the learned model on unseen or new data. Ideally,                 

the training and testing sets must cross-over in successive rounds such that each data              

point has a chance of being validated against [23]. 
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2.6.1 Hold-Out Validation 

 
In this method, the data is divided into two non-overlapping parts : training set and               

testing set. The test data is ignored in the training process. Since there are no shared                

instances in the training and testing sets, this measure provides a more accurate estimate              

for the generalization performance compared to evaluating performance on the training           

data alone. The disadvantage with this method is that the evaluation may depend heavily              

on which data points end up in the training set and which end up in the test set, and that                    

the simplicity or complexity of the test set can skew the results. An improvement over               

this method is  k-fold cross-validation [23], described below. 

 

2.6.2 K-Fold Cross-Validation 

 
In k-fold cross-validation, the data set is divided into k subsets, and the holdout method is                

repeated k times. On each of k iterations, one of the k subsets is used as the test set and                    

the other k-1 subsets are concatenated to form a training set. The advantage with this               

method is that the size of each test set and the number of iteration over it can be chosen                   

independently. The disadvantage is with the computational complexity, as it takes k times             

as much computation to make an evaluation [23]. 
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2.6.3 Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation 

 
Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) is a logically extreme version of k-fold          

cross-validation where k is equal to the number of data items. In each iteration, the model                

is trained on all the data except one instance, with that one instance used for testing. This                 

method may give unbiased evaluation, but has high computational complexity [23]. 

 

2.7 Scikit - Learn 

Scikit-learn is a Python module integrating a variety of machine learning algorithms for             

medium-scale supervised and unsupervised problems. It focuses on providing an          

abstraction over complex machine learning algorithms and is presented as a general            

purpose high-level language API. Emphasis is put on ease of use, performance,            

documentation, and API consistency. It has minimal dependencies and is distributed           

under the simplified BSD license, encouraging its use in both academic and commercial             

settings.  

Scikit-learn provides a wide variety of machine learning algorithms, both          

supervised and unsupervised. The interfaces used for different algorithms is consistent ,            

thus enabling easy comparison of methods for a given application. Since it is Python              
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based, it can easily be integrated into applications outside the traditional range of             

statistical data analysis. Importantly, the algorithms, implemented in a high-level          

language, can be used as building blocks for approaches specific to a use case, for               

example, in medical imaging (Michel et al., 2011). Future work in Scikit includes online              

learning, to scale to large data sets [15]. 
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Chapter 3: Related Works 

 
Prediction using assembly instructions has gained increased attention from the research           

community. The types of predictions range from malware detection to software system            

type. These approaches typically examine some form of low level instruction set to             

predict virus, malware or software system. Many different clustering and classification           

approaches have been used. The goal of the research works mentioned in the Sections              

3.1 , 3.2 and 3.3 focuses solely on using dynamic instructions to detect malicious              

applications. Analysis techniques such as using basic blocks of instructions and creating a             

markov chain probability transitions are implemented in their research work. Section 3.4            

summarises the research work done to automatically categorize software systems in an            

open source software repository. Though, this method does not leverage the dynamic            

instructions, it is still an effective categorization method. 

 

3.1  Virus Detection using Dynamic Instruction Sequence 

 

Jianyong Dai, Ratan Guha and Joohan Lee presented an approach to detect unknown             

virus by analyzing the dynamic instruction sequences. Runtime instruction sequences of           
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unknown executables are captured at runtime and organized them into basic blocks. The             

instruction sequences were then filtered using three types of instruction associations           

among the basic blocks. Using benign and malicious dataset, classification models were            

learned that represented instruction association patterns, which were then used to suggest            

the activity of a previously unknown program.  

There are some limitations with their approach. As they used dynamic analysis,            

only a particular execution path can be evaluated by the classification model. The             

experiments were performed using only a finite number of instructions and hence any             

malicious part in the rest of the executable code cannot be detected. They concluded that               

by combining dynamic analysis with static analysis they would achieve much better            

results [16]. 

 

3.2 Stochastic Identification of Malware with Dynamic Traces 

 

In this paper [17] Curtis Storlie and Blake Anderson along with other researchers present              

a malware analysis approach that exploits classification based on the run-time captured            

instruction sequences of a program. The implementation of their approach was done in a              

sandbox environment at Los Alamos National Laboratory in which the instruction chain            

was represented by a Markov chain structure with Dirichlet vectors models of transitions.             

Combining this structure with flexible spline logistic regression model, they modeled a            
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malware class as malicious or benign. Their experiment results were then compared to             

different signature and classification based detection schemes to measure the          

performance of the model. Their future work includes inventing a method by which in              

real time efficiency the can collect the dynamic instructions from an actual user's             

machine without any disruption to the user. 

 

3.3 Graph-based Malware Detection using Dynamic Analysis 

 

Blake Anderson, Daniel Quist and others introduced a malware detection algorithm that            

analyzes graphs built from instruction traces of an executable collected at run-time. With             

the goal of creating a better detection model over existing signature based detection             

schemes, they represented the graphs in the form of Markov chains, with instructions as              

vertices and the probabilities of transitions are estimated by the trace data. Graph kernels              

were used to create similarity matrix between the graphs. Their algorithm was not only              

used to classify software as benign or malware, but also to distinguish Netbull virus from               

other viruses. 

They were able to outperform signature based detection methods and by the            

multiple kernel learning method they were able to perfectly classify different classes of             

viruses. One area of improvement in their future work is to improve the computation              

complexity of their algorithm [18]. 
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3.4 MUDABlue: An Automatic Categorization System for Open       

Source Repositories 

 

Shinji Kawaguchi, Pankaj K. Garg and many other researchers proposed MUDABlue, a            

tool that automatically categorizes software systems. MUDABlue performs automated         

category labeling by analyzing source code and supports labeling a software system with             

a set of categories. The motivation behind creating this tool was the increasing size of the                

content in open source software systems and a need to group similar projects in hopes of                

improving project group collaboration and work-sharing. This tool can categorize          

software systems without any prior knowledge about them. They used Latent Semantic            

Analysis for software categorization and by using cosine criterion later clustered the            

software systems into different categories. The most time consuming process in their            

method is cluster analysis of all identifiers and this is included in their future works [19]. 
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Chapter 4: Methods of Dynamic Analysis 

 

4.1 Preprocessing 

 

A crucial part of this research was to dynamically generate the assembly instructions of a               

process. A tool called Snooper, mentioned in Chapter 1, was modified to get the data in a                 

form such that the machine learning model can understand it to model usage classes. A               

modified version of Snooper when executed on the Unix program ls, gave us the output               

assembly instructions in the format shown in Table 1.3. In this research only Intel's x86               

architecture and its instruction set were analyzed. 

The Snooper output usually contains a large number of instructions. The goal of             

this research was to cluster and classify applications using the assembly instructions. The             

approach which was implemented in the experiments distinguishes the applications by           

the number of unique instructions and the frequency of those unique instructions in the              

Snooper output.  

Initially, a bash shell script was used to execute the Snooper program on binary              

files of different applications to extract the number of unique instructions and their             

frequency. On occasion, the instruction frequencies generated via this script were not            

consistent across repeated, identical runs of the same program. A Python script that uses              
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the subprocess_call method was developed and used instead which did not exhibit            

the same issue. Understanding the bash inconsistencies will be an area of future work. A               

histogram of instructions and their frequencies for the ls program is shown in Fig 4.1. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1 Frequency histogram for ls program with top 25 frequencies  

 

 

The Python script also supports the extraction of frequencies for length-k instruction            

sequences from the Snooper output. These frequencies represent how often each length-k            

set of ordered instructions occurs in the in the instruction trace. The sequence length k               
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can be set as needed. A histogram representing the frequencies for instruction pairs (k =               

2) that are present in the execution of the ls program is shown in Fig 4.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig 4.2 Frequency histogram for instruction length 2 for ls program with top 25 

frequencies 

 

 

A code snippet from the python script is shown in Fig 4.3. In the first line of the code the                    

Snooper is executed on the target binary file. The second line extracts all the instruction               
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types from the Snooper output. The final line of the snippet finds the unique instructions               

from the extracted data, counts them, and sorts instruction types in increasing order. 

This script reads both the library and native code instructions from the Snooper output. A               

typical C program which returns zero has a total of 81316 instructions out of which 96 are                 

native and rest 81220 are library instructions. This shows that 99.8 % of the total               

assembly instructions in a C program which returns zero consists of library instructions.             

Hence, in this thesis both native and library instructions are taken into consideration             

while predicting the usage class of a program execution. Table 4.1 shows the native and               

library code composition of different applications. 

 

1 subprocess.call("./snoop ls " + str(line),shell = True) 

2 subprocess.call("awk '{print $3}' snoop_output.txt > instructions.txt", 

  shell= True) 

3 subprocess.call("cat instructions.txt|tr \"\" \"\n\"| sort | uniq -c > 

  ls.txt",shell = True) 

 

 Fig 4.3 Python code snippet to generate frequency histogram for ls 

 

 

Application  Total 
Instructions 

Native 
Instructions 

Library 
Instructions 

Native % Library % 

cat 193325 638 192687 0.4 99.6 

head 457876 79306 378570 17.4 82.6 

gzip 1970724 1848814 121910 93.9 6.1 
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bzip2 8593977 1421 8592556 0.1 99.9 

wget 2021902 70648 1951254 3.5 96.5 

curl 15263970 19903 15244067 1.2 99.8 

sha256sum 1040596 826136 214460 79.4 20.6 

cksum 349604 156015 193589 54.6 55.3 

ps 9199458 22006 9177452 1.3 99.7 

top 24073274 603194 23470080 2.6 97.4 

df 857272 75028 782244 8.8 91.2 

di 1020195 53742 966453 5.3 94.7 

ls 379915 16427 363488 4.4 95.6 

find 772585 24906 747679 3.3 96.7 

 
Table 4.1 Native and library code composition in assembly instructions of different 
               applications 
 

The Python script output data is then used to generate the input vectors for machine               

learning model tools. As shown in Fig 4.4, each index of the vector represents the unique                

instruction and the value at an index is the frequency of that instruction. 

 

500 400 15 138 453 ……….. ………. 766 

     add             mov            xor            bsf             call                                                jmp 

 

Fig 4.4 A sample instruction vector  
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In this thesis, more than one application is analyzed. It is possible that an instruction               

belonging to one application is not present in the instruction set of the other application.               

In this case the union of all the instructions will be used to make the size of instruction                  

vectors consistent. Instruction absent in any application will then be set to a value of 0 in                 

the corresponding vector. In Fig 4.5, three instruction vectors of different lengths are             

shown and Fig 4.6 shows the modified version of these instruction vectors after taking              

union and sorting them in increasing order by name. 

 

Application - 1 

500 400 15 138 453 

             add                     mov                      bsf                        call                       jmp 

 

Application  - 2 

535 233 676 

                       add                                       xor                                          bsf 

  

Application - 3  

877 423 25 134 455 65 188 

      add               mov               xor             bsf               call                jbe               sub  

  

Fig 4.5 Instruction vectors of three sample applications having different instruction set 
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 Application - 1 

500 15 138 0 453      400       0 0 

      add            bsf              call              jbe           jmp            mov          sub             xor  

 

 Application - 2 

535 676 0 0 0      0       0 233 

     add           bsf              call              jbe           jmp            mov          sub              xor  

 

 Application - 3 

877 134 455 65 0      423       188 25 

     add              bsf            call              jbe           jmp            mov              sub            xor  

  

Fig 4.6  Modified instruction vectors of three sample applications after union and sorting  

 

4.2 Application and its variants 

 

The primary goal of the research is to cluster the applications according to their usage               

classes which were mentioned in the usage class catalog in Chapter 1. For a given set of                 

applications as shown in Fig 4.7, the output after clustering should ideally match Fig 4.8. 
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Fig 4.7 Input set of applications to be clustered 

 
 

 

Fig 4.8 Clustered applications as per usage class  
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This primary goal was taken one step further by also expecting the variants of an               

application to be clustered correctly. The variants of an application include the use of              

different flags or use of different arguments in that application. In Fig 4.9, the input set of                 

applications ls and ps with different flags is shown and the expected clustered output is               

shown in the Fig 4.10. 

 

 

   Fig 4.9 Input set of application's variants to be clustered 
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Fig 4.10 Output after clustering the application's variants  

 

 

The classification model is expected to predict any variant of an application to be in the                

same usage class as other variants of that application. For example, if the model is trained                

to predict the application ls and some of its variants in the usage class File system                

interaction, then any new variant of ls should also belong to the same usage class. This                

is shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Fig 4.11 Any variant of ls should also belong to the same cluster  

 

4.3 Static versus Dynamic Analysis 

 

Static analysis can also be done by analyzing the object file of the static code. The                

instructions from the object file can be extracted using a unix program called objdump.              

By observing the frequencies of each instruction in the object dump of a program we can                

get a frequency histogram. A frequency histogram for ls program is shown in the Fig.               

4.12 and for sha256sum is shown in the Fig 4.13. From both the histograms we can                

observe that the instruction type mov has the maximum frequency. It is called around              

5300 times in ls  program and 2730 times in sha256sum program. 
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Fig 4.12  Object dump frequency histogram for ls  program 
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Fig 4.13 Object dump frequency histogram for sha256sum program 

 

 

When this static analysis is compared to the dynamic analysis of the same program              

execution, we can observe that there is a large difference in the total number of               

instructions as well as in the frequency of each instruction type. This shows that the               

program execution involves extra instructions used in the startup or shutdown of that             

program. Fig 4.14 shows the static analysis of a return zero C program , where the total                 

instructions are much less than what can be seen in Fig. 4.15 which shows the dynamic                

analysis of the same program. Comparing the frequency of mov instruction in both the              
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analysis, it can be observed that in static analysis the frequency is just 27 whereas in                

dynamic analysis it is around 24000.  

 

 

Fig 4.14 Object dump frequency histogram for Return zero C  program 
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Fig 4.15 Assembly instructions frequency histogram for return zero C  program 

 

 

4.4 Approach  

 

Due to the vast scope of this research, it was possible to have a large set of experiments.                  

For the purpose of this thesis, the experiments were performed initially at a broader level               

and then were narrowed down to specific cases. The experiments started with            

investigating the possibility of whether two different applications can be clustered into            
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two separate clusters. Then the experiments were taken one step further to investigate             

whether the variants of an application can be clustered into the same cluster. These              

experiments were then performed on a larger data set and also with a data set having a                 

combination of applications with their variants. Different machine learning algorithms          

were used for modeling and classification of an application to predict its usage class. 
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Chapter 5: Experiments 

 

5.1 Implementation  

 

Experiments were performed on the Unix programs mentioned in the Usage Class            

Catalog in Chapter 1. The modified version of Snooper was used to capture the assembly               

instructions for the program execution at runtime. These instructions were then           

preprocessed using Python scripts to extract the frequency vector for the given program's             

instruction set. These frequency vectors were then fed into the machine learning model             

implemented in Python using Scikit Learn. Multiple machine learning algorithms for           

clustering and classification were then applied on the input data to gather and explore the               

experimental results. 

 

5.2 Clustering with Applications   

 

The experiments started at a broad level, exploring the possibility of clustering two             

different applications. K-Means algorithm with the Euclidean distance metric was used to            
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cluster different Unix programs from the Usage Class Catalog, with nearest neighbor to             

the means used to classify examples after the cluster centers were constructed. 

5.2.1 Sanity Check Clustering 

 

A sanity check was performed by generating assembly instructions at runtime for two             

Unix programs, namely ls and sha256sum. The former program belongs to the File             

System Interaction usage class whereas the latter belongs to the Encryption usage class.             

Here the ls command was executed 50 times on a single directory path and the               

sha256sum was executed 50 times on a single file. There were 94 unique instructions              

including for both ls and sha256sum. 50 vectors of each class, with these 94 features               

each, were then given to the K-Means machine learning algorithm with number of             

clusters specified as 2. The results shows that the machine learning model correctly             

clustered 50 ls and 50 sha256sum executions into separate clusters. Table 5.1 shows the              

details of this experiment. 

 

Application Usage Class Sample size Expected 
Cluster 

Predicted 
Cluster 

ls File System 
Interaction  

50 0 0 

sha256sum Encryption  50 1 1 

 

 Table 5.1 Sanity check using K-Means clustering  
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5.2.2 Pairwise Application Clustering 

 

Another experiment was performed to explore the possibility of a clustering algorithm to             

correctly predict usage classes on a slightly larger data set. Two programs from each              

usage class were taken for experiment. As the programs were executed only once, there              

were 14 different instruction vectors, having 152 instruction which equals the number of             

unique instructions across the 14 programs. These 14 vectors with 152 features each were              

then given to the K-Means machine learning algorithm with number of clusters specified             

as 7. The results shows that the machine learning model was not able to correctly cluster                

all the programs into respective usage classes. Programs df, di and cat, head were the two                

potentially correct cluster formations. Other programs like ls, find, ps, top and wget were              

considered similar to df and di according to the clustering model. The est of the clusters                

had one program missing in them from what was expected. Table 5.2 shows the expected               

clusters from this experiment. Table 5.3 shows the obtained clusters from this            

experiment. 

 

 

Usage Class Cluster Expected Cluster Members 

0 {df, di} 

1 {sha256sum, cksum} 

2 {cat, head} 
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3 {ps, top} 

4 {ls, find} 

5 {wget, curl} 

6 {gzip, bzip2} 

 

Table 5.2 Expected clusters with two applications from each usage class 

 

 

Usage Class Cluster Obtained Cluster Members 

0 {df, di, ls, find, ps, top , wget} 

1 {sha256sum} 

2 {cat, head} 

3 {cksum} 

4 {bzip2} 

5 {curl} 

6 {gzip} 

 

Table 5.3  Obtained clusters with two applications from each usage class using  K-Means 
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5.2.3 Application Clustering with Larger Set 

 

This experiment was performed to explore the natural clustering on a large data set of 25                

programs belonging to multiple usage classes. With the aim of verifying our assumed             

usage class catalog, the clustering model was given 25 different instruction vectors,            

having 153 instruction which equals the number of unique instructions across the 25             

programs. These 25 vectors with 153 features each were then given to the K-Means              

machine learning algorithm with number of clusters specified as 2, 3, 5 and 10              

respectively. The results shows the natural grouping of programs according to the            

clustering model. Tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show the clustering with different number              

of clusters from this experiment.  

It can be observed that, sha256sum and cksum both are used for encryption, still              

they are never clustered in the same cluster as shown in the results. Another interesting               

observation is with program wget, which seems to be a networking program, however is              

mostly clustered along with the file system interaction or disk management usage class             

programs. Results show that it may be possible that the usage class catalog created from a                

high level point of view may differ from the actual internal categorization of the              

programs. 
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Number  
of Clusters 

Clustering Results 

 
2 

sha256sum, curl 

gzip, bzip2, df, di, ls, find, ps, top, cksum, wget, cat, head, 
dos2unix, who, date, grep, pwd, time, man, wc, whoami, cal, 

ping 

 

Table 5.4   Clustering  with 25 applications from multiple usage classes with 2 clusters 

 

Number of 
Clusters 

Clustering Results 

 
 

3 

sha256sum, curl 

df,di,find,ps,top,wget,dos2unix,grep,pwd,time,man,wc 

gzip,bzip2,ls,cksum,cat,head,who,date,whoami,cal,ping 

 

Table 5.5   Clustering with 25 applications from multiple usage classes with 3 clusters 
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Number of 
Clusters 

Clustering Results 

 
 

 
5 

sha256sum, curl 

df, di, find, ps, top, wget, dos2unix, grep, time, man, wc 

ls, cat, head, who, date, pwd, whoami, cal, ping 

gzip, cksum 

bzip2 

 
Table 5.6   Clustering  with 25 applications from multiple usage classes with 5 clusters 

 

Number of 
Clusters 

Clustering Results 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

10 

curl, df, di, find, wget, grep, pwd, time 

ls, cat, who, date, pwd, whoami, cal, ping 

cksum 

ps, top, dos2unix 

wc 

gzip 

head 

sha256sum 

top 

bzip2 

 

Table 5.7   Clustering  with 25 applications from multiple usage classes with 10 clusters 
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    5.3  Clustering with Application Variants  

 

To investigate whether different variants (such as usage of the application with different             

flags or directory paths) of an application are considered to be in one class or are                

differentiable, analysis of different set of applications was performed, each executed           

using a number of variants.  

 

5.3.1 Sanity Check Variants Clustering 

 

A sanity check was performed to investigate whether the variants of an application (i.e an               

application's execution using flags or with an argument) can be clustered correctly.            

Again the assembly instructions were generated at runtime for two Unix programs            

namely ls and sha256sum. However the ls command was executed on 50 different             

directory paths and the sha256sum was executed on 50 randomly generated files. There             

were 96 unique instructions including those for both ls and sha256sum. These 100             

vectors with 96 features each were then given to the K-Means machine learning             

algorithm with number of clusters specified as 2. The results shows that the machine              

learning model correctly clustered the execution of variants of ls and sha256sum into             

separate clusters. Table 5.8 shows the details of this experiment. 
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Application Type of 
variation 

Sample Size Expected 
Cluster 

Predicted 
Cluster 

ls target 
directories 

50 0 0 

sha256sum target files 50 1 1 

 

Table 5.8 Sanity check on application variants using K-Means clustering 

 

 

5.3.2 Multiple Applications with Variants Clustering 

 

The purpose behind this experiment was to check whether it is possible to cluster              

application variants with more than two applications. Three different applications, ls,           

sha256sum and wget were used. Each of these applications had a different type of variant               

as ls was executed on 50 different directory paths, sha256sum on 50 random files and               

wget on 50 different website URLs. This time there were 106 unique instructions             

extracted from the three programs. The 150 input instructions vectors with 106 features             

each were then given to the K-Means machine learning algorithm with number of clusters              

specified as 3. The results shows that the machine learning model correctly clustered the              

execution of variants of ls and sha256sum but was not able to distinguish wget. Out of 50                 

instances of wget only 8 were predicted to be in correct usage class and the other 42 were                  

clustered to an incorrect usage class.  
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Table 5.9 shows the details of this experiment. It can observed that majority of the               

instances of wget are considered as having usage class as file system interaction.The             

reason behind this incorrect clustering of wget may be due to the involvement this              

program in writing the output file and saving it after successful execution.  

 

Application Type of 
variation 

Sample Size Expected 
Cluster 

Predicted 
Cluster 

ls target 
directories 

50 0 0 

sha256sum target files 50 1 1 

wget target 
websites 

50 2 0,2 

 

Table 5.9 Clustering on three different applications with variants using K-Means 

clustering  

 

5.4  Application Classification  

 

The experiments with clustering were not as per the expectations. In the hope of better               

results the same experiment was then performed using the support vector machine            

supervised classification technique. LinearSVC and SVC with RBF kernels were used in            

the experiment. In Scikit-learn SVC multi-class mode is implemented using a           

one-against-one scheme while LinearSVC uses a one-against-all scheme [15]. 
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5.4.1 Pairwise Application Classification  

 

Two programs from each usage class were taken for experiment. As the programs were              

executed only once, there were 14 different instruction vectors and 152 unique            

instructions across all the programs. These 14 vectors with 152 features each were             

divided into training and testing sets, with 1 example from each usage class in the               

training set. The training set labels were assigned as [1,2,3,4,5,6,7] and then the testing              

set was given to the SVM machine learning algorithm for prediction of the other 7               

applications. The results shows that the SVM machine learning model was able to             

correctly predict 4 out of 7 usage classes of the applications. This experiment was              

performed using both LinearSVC and RBF Kernels. For this data set the LinearSVC             

Kernel performed slightly better than the RBF Kernel. Table 5.10 shows the details of the               

training and testing sets of  this experiment. 

From the results shown in Table 5.11 and Table 5.12 , we can observe that the                

evaluation done using hold out validation technique gave us better results as compared to              

the leave-one-out cross validation. We can infer that the training and testing set split was               

in our favor during the experiment as with leave-one-out cross validation, none of the              

predictions were correct. Using LinearSVC kernel the classification model was able to            
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correctly predict the usage classes for di, head, top and bzip2. With RBF kernel the                

classification model was able to predict only head, top  and bzip2. 

 

 

Training Set Testing Set Usage Class 

gzip bzip2 Compression 

df di Disk Management 

ls find File System Interaction 

ps top Process Management 

sha256sum cksum Encryption 

wget curl Networking 

cat head File Display 

 

 Table 5.10  Training and testing set for SVM analysis 

 

 

Kernel Accuracy (%) 

LinearSVC  57.14 

SVC with RBF 42.8 

 

  Table 5.11  Performance measure using SVM  
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Number of 
Samples 

Classified 
Correctly 

Classified 
Incorrectly 

Accuracy (%) 

14 0 14 0 

 

Table 5.12  Leave-one-out cross validation summary using SVM (RBF and LinearSVC) 

 

 

5.5 Classification with Application Variants 

 

Using classification techniques to investigate whether different variants (flags, directory          

paths etc.) of an application are considered to be in one class or are differentiable,               

analysis of different sets of applications was performed, each executed using a number of              

variants.  

 

5.5.1 Sanity Check Variants Classification  

 

Another sanity check was performed to find whether the variants of an application (i.e an               

application's execution using flags or with an argument) can be classified using SVM. In              

this experiment the assembly instructions were generated for ls and ps. Here ls belongs to               

file system interaction usage class whereas ps belongs to the process management usage             
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class. The ls command was executed with 6 different flags on same path and the ps                

command was executed with 6 different flags. In this experiment 12 vectors with 116              

features from ps and ls were divided into training and testing sets. The training set labels                

were assigned as [1,1,1,2,2,2] and then the testing set was given to the SVM machine               

learning algorithm for prediction of the 2 applications and its 3 variants. The results              

shows that the SVM machine learning model was able to correctly predict the usage              

classes of the applications present in the testing set.  

Table 5.13 shows the details of this experiment. Table 5.14 shows the training and              

testing data set details and Table 5.15 shows the performance of the SVM with              

LinearSVC and RBF Kernels. From Table 5.16 we can infer that the classification model              

can predict the application variants even with different training and testing sets. 

 

Application Type of variation Variation options 

ls command line flags 6 flags: {a,b,f,g,h,l} 

ps command line flags 6 flags: 
{e,ax,eLf,eM,ef,eF} 

 

Table 5.13 Input data set of application variants for SVM  

 

Training Set Testing Set Usage Class 

ls -a ls -g File System Interaction 

ls -b ls -h File System Interaction 
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ls -f ls -l File System Interaction 

ps -e ps -eM Process Management 

ps ax ps -eF Process Management 

ps -eLf ps -ef Process Management 

 

Table 5.14 Training and testing set of application variants  for SVM  

 

 

                    Kernel              Accuracy (%) 

                  LinearSVC                     100 

                SVC with RBF                     100 

 

 Table 5.15 Performance measure of application variants using SVM  

 

 

Number of 
Samples 

Classified 
Correctly 

Classified 
Incorrectly 

Accuracy (%) 

12 12 0 100 

 

Table 5.16  Leave-one-out cross validation summary using SVM (RBF and LinearSVC) 
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5.5.2 Multiple Applications with Variants Classification 

 

In this experiment three different variants of ls were investigated with two types of              

variations. Three ls commands along with different flags ls - l, ls - a and ls -i each were                   

executed on a set of four different paths. With a total of 12 instruction vectors having 116                 

unique instructions across all the programs, training set included 6 instruction vectors and             

the other 6 were included in testing set. The training set labels were assigned as               

[1,1,2,2,3,3] and then the testing set was given to the SVM machine learning algorithm              

for prediction of the other 6 applications.The results shows that the SVM machine             

learning model was able to correctly predict 4 out of 6 usage classes of the application                

variants.  

Table 5.17 shows the details of this input dataset of the experiment. Table 5.18              

shows the training and testing dataset details and Table 5.19 shows the performance of              

the SVM with LinearSVC and RBF Kernels on application variants. The leave-one-out            

cross validations results shown in Table 5.20 shows that the training and testing set used               

in the experiment were biased, as none of the predictions were correct using             

leave-one-out cross validation result. 
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Application Type of variation Variation options 

ls command line flags 3 flags: {l,a,i}  

ls target directories 4 different paths 

 

Table 5.17 Input data set of application along with its variants  for SVM  

 

 

Training Set Testing Set 

ls -l /dev/block ls -l/dev/bus 

ls -l /dev/bsg ls -l /dev/bus/usb 

ls -a /dev/block ls -a/dev/bus 

ls -a /dev/bsg ls -a /dev/bus/usb 

ls -i /dev/block ls -i /dev/bus 

ls  -i /dev/bsg ls  -i /dev/bus/usb 

 

Table 5.18 Training and testing set of application along with its variants for SVM  

 

 

Kernel Accuracy (%) 

LinearSVC  66.6 

SVC with RBF 66.6 

 

  Table 5.19 Performance measure of application along with its variants using SVM 
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Number of 
Samples 

Classified 
Correctly 

Classified 
Incorrectly 

Accuracy (%) 

12 12 0 100 

 

Table 5.20  Leave-one-out cross validation summary using SVM (RBF and LinearSVC) 

 

5.6 Classification with Application Instruction Sequences 

 
To investigate whether the sequence (ordering) of instructions in the input data helps in              

predicting the usage class of an application, analysis of the instruction sequence of             

applications was performed. Two programs from each usage class were taken for            

experiment. As the programs were executed only once, there were 14 different            

instruction vectors, representing frequencies for 1987 unique instruction pairs counted          

across all the programs. These 14 vectors with 1987 features each were divided into              

training and testing sets, with 1 example from each usage class in the training set. The                

training set labels were assigned as [1,2,3,4,5,6,7] and modeled, and then the testing set              

was given to the SVM machine learning algorithm for prediction of the other 7              

applications.The results shows that the SVM machine learning model was able to            

correctly predict 3 out of 7 usage classes of the applications. This experiment was              

performed using both LinearSVC and RBF Kernels. For this data set the LinearSVC             

Kernel performed better than the RBF Kernel.  
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Table 5.21 shows the details of this experiment and Table 5.22 shows the             

accuracy metrics. The leave-one-out cross validations results from the Table 5.23 again            

shows that the training and testing set used in the experiment were biased, as none of the                 

predictions were correct using leave-one-out cross validation result. Using LinearSVC          

kernel the classification model was able to correctly predict the usage classes for di, top               

and bzip2. With RBF kernel the classification model was able to predict only top and                 

bzip2.  

This low prediction accuracy might be because the data from training and testing             

has scope of more sampling and a better structure of the data is required to improve                

results. Also the usage class catalog may need some revision for the mapping of              

programs to the usage classes. 

 

Training Set Testing Set Usage Class 

gzip bzip2 Compression 

df di Disk Management 

ls find File System Interaction 

ps top Process Management 

sha256sum cksum Encryption 

wget curl Networking 

cat head File Display 

 

 Table 5.21 Training and testing set for SVM analysis 
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Kernel Accuracy (%) 

LinearSVC  42.8 

SVC with RBF 28.5 

 

Table 5.22 Performance measure using SVM  

 

 

Number of 
Samples 

Classified 
Correctly 

Classified 
Incorrectly 

Accuracy (%) 

14 0 14 0 

 

Table 5.23  Leave-one-out cross validation summary using SVM (RBF and LinearSVC) 
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Chapter 6:    Conclusion and Future Work 

 
 
6.1 Conclusions 

 

This work was focused the goal of dynamically predicting the usage class of an              

application. The approach chosen was to use machine learning techniques to predict an             

application’s usage class from a usage class catalog, based on models built from the              

analysis of applications’ assembly language instruction sequence. The broader goal of           

this research was to aid in re-deployment of applications making use of the abstract labels               

(such as CPU-intensive and I/O bound ), which can be derived from a set of more                

specific labels assigned according to the usage class (such as Compression and            

Networking), predicted from machine learning over assembly sequence signatures. This          

could help ensure that applications are strategically distributed across a computing           

system to minimize competition for computing resources.  

The experimental results suggest that in some cases it is possible to correctly             

identify the usage class of an application by analyzing the assembly instructions            

generated during its execution. However, with multiple applications and its variants, it            

becomes a difficult task for the machine learning model to predict the usage class              

correctly. After experimenting with different machine learning techniques and using          

multiple classification and clustering algorithms, it seems that the frequency count of            
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each unique instruction is not enough to cluster the application in its correct usage class.               

It is also possible that the applications which appear to be in same usage class according                

to our usage class catalog actually does not belong to that usage class. 

It may be possible to achieve good results by including more features like order of               

instructions and relationship between basic blocks in this research. Dynamic analysis can            

be merged with static analysis to retrieve more useful information about an application.             

The usage class catalog mentioned in our research can be transformed to give broader              

categories like I/O bound and CPU-intensive application labels which may be helpful in             

classification and are more broadly interesting in the context of re-deployment of            

applications in a distributed clustered environment. 

 

6.2 Applications 

 

The primary goal of this research was to dynamically predict the usage class of a single                

threaded application. This prediction model can be applied in management and           

distribution of applications in a cluster computing environment. Re-deployment of an           

application based on its usage class could help in making better utilization of             

computational resources. For example, if an application belongs to the usage class            

Networking, then it should be applied to the cluster which has the scope of handling               
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network related applications. Another example would be moving applications predicted          

to be I/O bound to lower speed CPUs.  

 

6.3 Future Work 

 

There are two branches this research can take immediately. The first direction is to try               

additional different clustering and classification methods. This research only examined          

the effectiveness of the K-Means and SVM approaches to model the usage class of an               

application. However, other clustering and classification methods exist.  

Another direction this research can move in is to try the implementation of our              

prediction model in different application areas. Dynamic analysis of application can be            

also be used in recognition of failure detection patterns. Through dynamic analysis of             

assembly instructions we can explore the instruction sequences which are correlated with            

the termination of an application and then can recognize these sequences dynamically for             

any application to detect a failure. 

This research might also be applied to predict the optimization level implemented            

by a compiler. Optimization level can be predicted by mapping patterns in the assembly              

instructions to optimization flags, which would be useful to be aware of the potential              

vulnerabilities in an application which can emerge from optimization processes. It is also             

of interest to explore the possibility of predicting whether an application is interpreted             
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or compiled or both.This would be helpful to understand how an application would             

behave in different environments. 

Currently only the frequency of instructions is being employed; however, it is also             

possible to exploit the order of assembly instructions along with their frequency. Another             

extension to this research is to analyze multithreaded applications. The current version of             

Snooper tool needs to be modified to handle the execution of multithreaded applications             

and to generate instructions sequences at runtime. This would be a difficult task as              

multithreaded applications instruction sequences become convoluted as they are scaled          

up in number of threads. 
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